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Executive Summary

While policy, law, and science play a crucial role in environmental management and climate
action, they cannot address the root problems that afflict our communities and environment:
“selfishness, greed, and apathy.” Religious institutions have the tools to communicate morally
and spiritually about humans and our role in the environment. The pulpit is where a preacher has
the loudest voice and the most captive audience. In most Christian settings, the sermon is a
weekly practice and is also frequently the single longest section of a worship service, taking
more time than songs, liturgy, or even communion. For these reasons, the sermon provides a
uniquely impactful place for an intervention into the educational life of a church. For this study,
it provides a helpful intervention point as it is through one person – the preacher – that
homiletical methods can be controlled, varied, and studied.

The objective of this research is to understand how sermons on Creation/environment, and
climate change specifically, elicit attitude and behavior change in Protestant Christian audiences.
The central question is: which environmental communications/homiletical strategy (Biblical,
Storytelling, Data) is most effective at eliciting attitude and behavior change in Christian
audiences? What other factors in the sermon or the messenger influence attitude and behavior
change?

To investigate this question, I studied the effect of a three-week sermon series in three different
congregations. In many churches, preachers design their sermons around multi-part series in
order to build understanding on a certain topic over a longer period of time. Choosing a
three-week series builds into this existing structure while not being so long as to detract from
other topics the pastor and congregation may want to discuss. The three participating
congregations for this study were selected from Christian communities in the Southeast. The
participating congregations were selected using a convenience sample. They are all similar in
that they are Christian churches in North Carolina or Virginia, but differ in their denominational
and racial identities, size of congregation, and political ideology. The congregations represent a
broad swath of Protestantism in the United States including Baptist, Mainline,
Historically-Black, and Peace Church traditions.

At each of the three congregations the preacher preached the sermon series developed using a
basic toolkit provided by the researcher. The three sermons followed the same themes and same
progression: Personal Storytelling, Biblically-Rooted, and Data/Science. These three themes
were chosen based on the frames shown by the literature to be effective at changing attitudes and
behaviors. Surveys, based on the New Ecological Paradigm, were used to collect quantitative
data assessing congregants’ attitudes and behaviors on creation care and climate change over the
course of four weeks. The first survey was given before the first sermon of the series, then at
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every service for the next three weeks. In addition to surveys, I hosted a focus group meeting at
each of the three congregations the week following the final sermon in the series. These focus
groups were intended to collect qualitative data reflecting on the congregants’ experiences
hearing the sermons and their subsequent attitude and behavior changes.

Analysis of the survey and focus group data suggest that there was a significant increase in
pro-environmental attitudes over the course of the series. While the survey responses illustrate
some changes in pro-environmental attitudes, the questions on personal/communal responsibility
add more context and richness to the results. The responses to questions about behavior showed
no significant change over time, possibly indicating that behavior change is difficult to measure
on the 1-month timescale. There was some variation between the congregations in how they
responded to the sermon frames. Overall, it seems that the effect is stronger for congregations
with lower starting pro-environmental attitudes and weaker for those with higher
pro-environmental attitudes.

The results from the survey and the focus groups show that congregants who heard three
sermons on climate change/creation care presented through the frames of biblical storytelling,
Biblical-rootedness, and data/science expressed greater pro-environmental attitudes as compared
to their baseline. The results suggest there was no change in pro-environmental behavior.
However, because of the short time frame (one month) of the study it is difficult to know what
long-term impacts the sermon series might have on pro-environmental behavior.

These results suggest that preaching on climate change and creation care does increase the
pro-environmental attitudes of the listeners. However, the reality still remains that fewer than
half of all Protestant Christians have ever heard a sermon on climate change. This research may
contribute to the increase in that percentage by demonstrating that preaching on climate change
and creation care impacts a congregation and by providing a few, proven frames through which
preachers can effectively engage the subject. Based on the results from the surveys and focus
groups, I make three recommendations for preachers to engage with climate change and creation
care from the pulpit: preach a series, use multiple frames, and creatively employ scriptures and
stories.
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Introduction

The Sixth Assessment Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, released in

August of 2021, once again underscored the importance of taking immediate and comprehensive

action to curb climate change. The panel used their starkest and most dramatic language yet,

calling our current state a “code red for humanity.” This language stretches beyond what many

consider the realm of science, reaching into the lexicon of morality. It has become clear that

science alone is not sufficient to make “rapid, far-reaching and unprecedented changes in all

aspects of society.”1

Despite years of work from academic and civil sectors to make inroads on slowing the climate

crisis, our world remains largely on the same trajectory toward catastrophe. Climate disasters

have killed nearly 500,000 people in the last 20 years and are likely to increase in severity over

the next 20. While there is immediate need for political intervention to achieve a

net-zero-Carbon economy, there is an even deeper need for sociocultural interventions to change

the way we relate to our fellow human and nonhuman creatures.

In the midst of a society where cultural institutions built on shared values have largely been

displaced by capitalist structures and spaces, religious communities stand out. They are one of

the only remaining “third places” where people from diverse backgrounds and experiences can

gather around shared beliefs and convictions. Yet, many religious communities too infrequently

address the spiritual roots of the climate crisis and the role of the church in the Anthropocene.

As moral messengers and trusted institutions, houses of worship can be effective messengers on

climate change. Many churches have been talking about climate change from the pulpit and in

1
IPCC, 2022: Climate Change 2022: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Contribution of Working

Group II to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [H.-O.

Pörtner, D.C. Roberts, M. Tignor, E.S. Poloczanska, K. Mintenbeck, A. Alegría, M. Craig, S. Langsdorf, S.

Löschke, V. Möller, A. Okem, B. Rama (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge, UK and New York, NY, USA, 3056 pp., doi:10.1017/9781009325844.
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other spaces for decades. Several faith-based climate and environmental organizations develop

specific resources for pastors to develop sermons on climate change and other environmental

issues. Yet, there is a dearth of research on what messages from the pulpit are most effective in

changing attitudes on climate change.

The objective of this project is to understand how sermons on Creation/environment, and climate

change specifically, elicit attitude and behavior change in Protestant Christian audiences. The

central question is this: which environmental communications/homiletical strategy (Biblical,

Storytelling, Data) is most effective at eliciting attitude and behavior change in Christian

audiences? What other factors in the sermon or the messenger influence attitude and behavior

change?

Why Religion?

Long-time environmental leader and advocate Gus Speth, once said:

I used to think the top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse
and climate change. I thought that with 30 years of good science we could address those
problems. But I was wrong. The top environmental problems are selfishness, greed and
apathy… and to deal with those we need a spiritual and cultural transformation and we,
(Lawyers) and scientists, don´t know how to do that.2

While policy, law, and science play a crucial role in environmental management and climate

action, they cannot address the root problems that afflict our communities and environment:

“selfishness, greed, and apathy.” Religious institutions have the tools to communicate morally

and spiritually about humans and our role in the environment. This role has been recognized in

the scientific community. In 1990 a group of scientists led by Carl Sagan published a letter in the

American Journal of Physics titled “Preserving and cherishing the Earth—An appeal for joint

2
Gus Speth, “Shared Planet: Religion and Nature” program, BBC Radio 4, London: BBC, October 1, 2013.
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commitment in science and religion.”3 In the article they write that “efforts to safeguard and

cherish the environment need to be infused with a vision of the sacred.”4 Clearly there are

limitations to scientist’s ability to elicit the ecological conversion needed to address climate

change. Many thinkers, in addition to these scientists have posited religion as a force that can do

just that. Yet, it is not a given that religious institutions will inspire pro-environmental behavior.

In her article “Roles of religion and ethics in addressing climate change,” Paula J. Posas writes

“The pivotal roles of religion in issues of climate change and environmental justice hinge

primarily on religions’ functions in society, ethical teachings, reach and influence, and ability to

inspire adherents to action.”5 While religious institutions could engage in climate and

environmental action, it is not a given that they will. Discerning how to best inspire religious

adherents to action is an important undertaking. Moreover, there is great diversity among and

between religious traditions. Focusing on one specific tradition may glean insights that can be

used to inspire adherents to that tradition toward pro-environmental attitudes and behavior.

Why Christians?

Although the percentage of Americans participating in organized religion has seen a dramatic

decrease in the last few decades, as of 2019, 65% of adults in the U.S. self-identified as

Christian.6 Christian churches persist as one of the few sites of community-building that bring

together people from different political ideologies. While there are some denominations that lean

6
“In U.S., Decline of Christianity Continues at Rapid Pace.” 2019. Pew Research Center’s Religion &

Public Life Project (blog). October 17, 2019.

https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2019/10/17/in-u-s-decline-of-christianity-continues-at-rapid-pac

e/.

5
Posas, Paula. 2007. “Roles of Religion and Ethics in Addressing Climate Change.” Ethics in Science and

Environmental Politics 7 (January). https://doi.org/10.3354/esep00080.

4
Ibid.

3
“Guest Comment: Preserving and cherishing the Earth—An appeal for joint commitment in science and

religion.” American Journal of Physics 58, 615 (1990); https://doi.org/10.1119/1.16418

5
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heavily Democrat or Republican, many Protestant denominations display a remarkable degree of

balance between Blue and Red.7

Based on the political diversity, it is unsurprising that there is a diversity of perspectives on

climate change and pro-environmental attitudes among Christians in the U.S. A 2014 study from

the Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI) took a deep-dive into Americans’ spirituality,

theological beliefs, and perspectives on science, climate change, and other environmental issues.8

The researchers found that only 38% of Americans believe science sometimes conflicts with

their religious beliefs.9 A similar minority (35%) believe that “God gave human beings the right

to use animals, plants, and all other resources of the planet solely for their own benefit.”10 The

researchers found that the percentage of all Americans who say that climate change is a crisis or

major problem (23% and 36%, respectively) is a slightly larger share than white mainline

protestants (19% and 35%, respectively). This research shows that while white mainline

protestants are slightly less likely to see climate change as a crisis or major problem, there is

significant diversity within white protestant denominations and communities. Such diversity

provides fertile soil for cross-ideological conversations about climate change.

As the leaders of their communities, pastors and preachers can play a pivotal role in catalyzing

attitude and behavior change around environmental issues, including climate change. A 2009

study from Lifeway Research found that 52% of Protestant pastors addressed some

environmental issues at most once a year. Only 25% addressed environmental issues more than

10
Ibid.

9
Ibid, 4.

8
Believers, Sympathizers, and Skeptics: Why Americans are Conflicted about Climate Change,

Environmental Policy, and Science

Daniel Cox, Juhem Navarro-Rivera, Robert P. Jones, Ph.D., 11.21.2014

https://www.prri.org/research/believers-sympathizers-skeptics-americans-conflicted-climate-change-en

vironmental-policy-science/

7
Lipka, Michael. n.d. “U.S. Religious Groups and Their Political Leanings.” Pew Research Center (blog).

Accessed October 15, 2022.

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/02/23/u-s-religious-groups-and-their-political-leanings/.

6
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once in a year.11 The same PRRI study referenced earlier found that 36% of Americans hear their

faith community leader speak on climate change “often” or “sometimes,'' while 62% hear a

similar message “rarely,” or “never.”12 The researchers found that those who heard their faith

leader speak on climate change occasionally or frequently were more likely to be concerned

about climate change as compared to congregants who never or rarely heard similar messages.13

One possible interpretation of these results is that preachers speaking more frequently on climate

change would result in a congregation that is more pro-environmental. So, while preaching on

climate change may significantly impact how a congregation perceives the issue, a small

minority of pastors and preachers are approaching the topic more than once a year.

Changing Beliefs and Attitudes on the Environment

While the research indicates a correlation between preaching on climate change and concern

about the issue, the literature does not detail the mechanism by which preaching on climate

elicits attitude and behavior change. There is, however, significant research on the ways by

which framing and messengers affect attitudes and behavior toward climate change. Examining

the existing research around frames and messengers may provide fertile ground for

understanding better how preachers can elicit change from the pulpit.

Framing is fundamental to climate change communication. Indeed, there is no such thing as

uninterpreted information. Every piece of data we encounter is explicitly or implicitly received

13
Ibid.

12
Believers, Sympathizers, and Skeptics: Why Americans are Conflicted about Climate Change,

Environmental Policy, and Science

Daniel Cox, Juhem Navarro-Rivera, Robert P. Jones, Ph.D., 11.21.2014

https://www.prri.org/research/believers-sympathizers-skeptics-americans-conflicted-climate-change-en

vironmental-policy-science/

11
“Lifeway Research Studies Global Warming Beliefs Among Protestant Pastors”

https://research.lifeway.com/2009/04/16/lifeway-research-studies-global-warming-beliefs-among-prote

stant-pastors/
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through a frame. Effective framing is a necessary communication strategy, particularly for an

issue as divisive as climate change. Choosing the correct frames for the correct audiences holds

the potential to connect coalitions of Americans to shift the discourse and political action around

climate change.14 Frames function by “remaining true to the underlying science of the issue

while applying research from communication and other fields to tailor messages to the existing

attitudes, values, and perceptions of different audiences.”15,16 They are interpretive stories that

communicate three aspects of an issue: why it matters, who is responsible, and what can be done

about it. Studies on climate change frames have found that different approaches can result in

change in attitudes and behaviors.17 In particular, economic, environmental, and moral framing

has been shown to have an impact on concerns, behavior, and policy support for climate

change.18,19 This analysis will look at three methods of communication that have been shown to

elicit attitude and behavior change: data/science framing, moral framing, and

narrative/storytelling framing.

Perhaps the most common approach to climate change communication is data- and

science-centric presentation. Some research has found that understanding causal dynamics in

19
Shin, Faith, and Jesse L. Preston. 2021. “Green as the Gospel: The Power of Stewardship Messages to

Improve Climate Change Attitudes.” Psychology of Religion and Spirituality 13 (4): 437–47.

https://doi.org/10.1037/rel0000249.

18
Li, Nan, and Leona Yi-Fan Su. 2018. “Message Framing and Climate Change Communication: A

Meta-Analytical Review.” Journal of Applied Communications 102 (3).

https://doi.org/10.4148/1051-0834.2189.

17
Gifford, Robert. 2011. “The Dragons of Inaction: Psychological Barriers That Limit Climate Change

Mitigation and Adaptation.” American Psychologist 66: 290–302. https://doi.org/10.1037/a0023566.

16
Wolsko, Christopher, Hector Ariceaga, and Jesse Seiden. 2016. “Red, White, and Blue Enough to Be

Green: Effects of Moral Framing on Climate Change Attitudes and Conservation Behaviors.” Journal of

Experimental Social Psychology 65 (July): 7–19. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jesp.2016.02.005.

15
Ibid. 14.

14
Nisbet, Matthew C. 2009. “Communicating Climate Change: Why Frames Matter for Public

Engagement.” Environment: Science and Policy for Sustainable Development 51 (2): 12–23.

https://doi.org/10.3200/ENVT.51.2.12-23.
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climate change can result in a behavioral response.20 A 2016 study from Wolsko et al found that

moral framing of climate change resulted in significantly more pro-environmental attitudes for

conservatives. Crucially, the researchers found that “the attitudinal and behavioral shifts for

conservatives were a function of the degree to which the values present in the pro-environmental

appeal were perceived as coming from the ingroup.”21 Moral framing of climate change , when it

is presented by someone who shares beliefs, experiences, or values, can result in a significant

shift in pro-environmental behaviors and attitudes.

Presenting scientific information, including climate change, in narrative format is shown to

increase comprehension, interest, and engagement with the issue.22 Narratives can be especially

helpful in convincing reluctant audiences who may not readily accept the mere presentation of

facts.

Religion can play a role in channeling all three of these methods of communication. Moral and

narrative framing and ubiquitous in religious communities. While data/science framing may be

new for some religious communities, it is certainly not unheard of for religious communities to

listen to scientific messages (and, as the PRRI research indicated, few Americans see a conflict

between their religion and science).

While data/science framing, moral framing, and narrative/storytelling framing may be able to

elicit attitude and behavioral responses to climate change, there are barriers of inaction that must

be overcome. Beyond structural barriers, there are psychological barriers that must be overcome.

22
Dahlstrom, Michael F. 2014. “Using Narratives and Storytelling to Communicate Science with

Nonexpert Audiences.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 111 (supplement_4): 13614–20.

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1320645111.

21
Wolsko, Christopher, Hector Ariceaga, and Jesse Seiden. 2016. “Red, White, and Blue Enough to Be

Green: Effects of Moral Framing on Climate Change Attitudes and Conservation Behaviors.” Journal of

Experimental Social Psychology 65 (July): 7–19. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jesp.2016.02.005.

20
Tasquier, Giulia, and Francesca Pongiglione. 2017. “The Influence of Causal Knowledge on the

Willingness to Change Attitude towards Climate Change: Results from an Empirical Study.” International

Journal of Science Education 39 (13): 1846–68. https://doi.org/10.1080/09500693.2017.1355078.

9
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These psychological barriers are particularly important in faith communities focused more on

individual change rather than systems change. In a 2011 article, Gifford coins seven “dragons of

inaction” that inhibit pro-environmental behavior.23 These dragons are named as limited

cognition, ideologies, comparisons with others, sunk costs, discredence, perceived risks, and

limited behavior. Any sermon that seeks to inspire pro-environmental behavior will both need to

effectively frame the problem and need for action and address the barriers most prevalent in the

preacher’s community.

In addition to different frames, the messenger has a significant impact on reception to

information about climate change. A study from Feinberg et al found that climate change

messages received from a member of one’s same political party were received more positively

than messages from a different political party.24 While there is no research on the influence of

religious ingroup messaging, some studies have shown that individual perspectives on social and

political issues will come to align with the broader perspectives of their congregation or

clergy.25,26 Relatedly, clergy views are a better predictor of environmental attitudes than

individual religious beliefs.27

Sermons that Change Lives

27
Djupe, Paul A., and Patrick Kieran Hunt. 2009. “Beyond the Lynn White Thesis: Congregational Effects

on Environmental Concern.” Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 48: 670–86.

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-5906.2009.01472.x.

26
Wald, Kenneth D., Dennis E. Owen, and Samuel S. Hill. 1988. “Churches as Political Communities.” The

American Political Science Review 82 (2): 531–48. https://doi.org/10.2307/1957399.

25
Djupe, Paul A., and Christopher P. Gilbert. 2009. The Political Influence of Churches. Cambridge

University Press.

24
Voelkel, Jan G., and Matthew Feinberg. 2018. “Morally Reframed Arguments Can Affect Support for

Political Candidates.” Social Psychological and Personality Science 9 (8): 917–24.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1948550617729408.

23
Gifford, Robert. 2011. “The Dragons of Inaction: Psychological Barriers That Limit Climate Change

Mitigation and Adaptation.” American Psychologist 66: 290–302. https://doi.org/10.1037/a0023566.
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Homiletics is the study and art of the practice of preaching. Preaching and homiletics is one of

the places of normative moral formation in a church. The pulpit, where a preacher practices

homiletics, is where a preacher has the loudest voice and the most captive audience. In most

Christian settings, the sermon is a weekly practice. The sermon is also frequently the single

longest section of a worship service, taking more time than songs, liturgy, or even communion.

For these reasons, the sermon provides a uniquely impactful place for an intervention into the

educational life of a church. For this study, it provides a helpful intervention point because it is

through one person – the preacher – that the homiletical methods can be controlled, varied, and

studied.

While there is little research on the effectiveness of sermons on creation care and climate change,

there is some research on the ability of sermons generally to elicit change. One researcher who

has undertaken this topic is Henk Stoorvogel. In “Sermons that have Changed my Life: A

Qualitative Study of the Factors in Sermons that Elicit Change” from 2019, Stoorvogel et al.

shares a framework for “categories of influence” based on his qualitative research with sermon

hearers. The researchers developed three categories that they found influenced change in the

hearers: (1) “Connection to process,” (2) “presenting old truths in a new fashion,” and (3)

“factors related to the personality of the preacher and the hearer.”28

Stoorvogel et al describe the first category, connection to process, as an experience where “all

the participants indicated that sermons that had made a profound impact on their lives made a

strong connection with the process they were going through when they heard the sermon.”29 The

hearers needed to relate the message to something significant in their lives. One of the

29
Ibid. 19

28
Stoorvogel, Henk. 2019. “Sermons That Have Changed My Life: A Qualitative Study of the Factors in

Sermons That Elicit Change.” Homiletic 44 (1).

https://www.homiletic.net/index.php/homiletic/issue/view/221.

16.
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subsections of this category identified by the researchers is “crisis.” That is, the hearers were

going through a crisis in their lives and were impacted by a sermon that addressed their crisis.

This category highlights the importance sermons play in meaning-making in times of crisis.

The researchers describe the second category, “making old things new” by writing that “it

became clear that sermons that had created an impact were those that were not predictable;

rather, they were delivered as though they were new, causing the hearers to awaken to fresh

and/or surprising understandings.”30 “Surprise” was identified as a subcategory, and hearers

appreciated hearing old stories in a new, fresh way. This requires good exegesis and

hermeneutics by the preacher, who must probe deeply into the text to understand its context and

relate it to something relevant for the hearer.

The third category is “the influence of the communicator and the hearer.”31 Stoorvogel and his

co-authors write that “the authenticity of the communicator is a factor that creates the right

atmosphere for people to tune in and receive the message. Likeability and knowledgeability were

described as aspects that create authenticity.”32 One interviewee remarked, “I love it when a

preacher becomes personal and has the courage to share his personal life.” The ability of the

preacher to both be educated, likable, and vulnerable with her congregation came out clearly in

the research.

Stoorvogel’s three categories provide a broad framework for understanding how sermons on

creation care and climate change might elicit change in hearers. In addition to these categories of

influence, Stoorvogel et al identified three areas of change in the hearers lives: “their thinking

32
Ibid. 26

31
Ibid. 25

30
Ibid. 23
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about or connection with God, in their behavior, and in their inner world (i.e., self).”33 My

research will aim to offer some insight into the latter two areas of change: behavior and attitude.

The State of Creation Care Preaching

One researcher who has begun to dig deep into preaching on the climate crisis is Dr. Leah

Schade.  A 2021 study by Schade outlined a list of terms that a survey of congregants found”too

political” to hear in a sermon. She found that out of 21 terms “climate change” ranked as number

10, right next to “economy” and “immigration/refugees.” At the very bottom of the list, the

least-political term ranked was “God’s Creation.”34 In the same study, Schade asked the

congregants what they most want preachers to address in sermons. “Environment/Climate

change/pollution” ranked number 4 out of 21 topics.35

Schade released a book in 2015 called Creation-Crisis Preaching: Ecology, Theology, and the

Pulpit. In it, she offers a theological and practical groundwork for preaching on the “creation

crisis.”36 In particular, she outlines a three-part strategy for preaching on the creation crisis:

“Flowering, Leafing, Fruiting.” The first, “flowering/pollinating” is the phase of

consciousness-raising. Schade writes that “consciousness-raising sermons can correspond with

the social movement elements of articulating a grievance and framing a moral imperative that

can direct awareness to an environmental issue.”37 The second, “leafing” is the phase of calling

for a specific action. Schade writes that “this phase incorporates the social movement elements

of engaging resources for change, and inviting listeners to engage with opportunities to live into

37
Ibid. 49

36
Schade, Leah. 2015. Creation-Crisis Preaching: Ecology, Theology, and the Pulpit. St. Louis: Chalice

Press. 38.

35
Ibid. 60.

34
Schade, Leah. 2021. “You Can’t Say THAT in a Sermon: Social Issues, Preaching, and Dialogue During a

Time of Societal Upheaval.” Homiletic 46 (1): 11. 58.

33
Ibid. 16
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the change we seek.”38 The final phase, “fruiting” is the phase of “deep transformation and

sustainable change.”39 This preaching “helps momentum to be sustained over the long haul.”40

Schade co-published a book in 2019 alongside Rev. Dr. Margaret Bullitt-Jonas. Rooted and

Rising: Voices of Courage in a Time of Climate Crisis offers stories and perspectives for faith

leaders to lead their congregation through the climate crisis. Other books, including Climate

Church, Climate World by Rev. Dr. Jim Antal or The Green Good News by T. Wilson Dickinson

offer perspectives on climate change and creation justice for communities of faith. While these

books touch on preaching as an aspect of ministry in the climate crisis, they do not deeply

engage the subject.

At a 2022 retreat in North Carolina, Homiletician Dr. Jerusha Neal offered a 6-part framework

for pastors preaching hops in the midst of the climate crisis.41 While previous work has largely

focused on style of preaching or a theological approach that is connected to the “green” parts of

the Bible, Neal makes the case that hopeful climate preaching is connected to the core of the

Christian witness. Her six take-aways from the presentation were: (1) Re-remember the “old, old

story”, (2) Make Justice Connections, (3) Honor everyday resistance, (4) Draw on spiritual

disciplines, (4) Renounce false optimism…reject despair, and (5) Know your people.

Together, these perspectives on creation care preaching provide a homiletical foundation for this

project, framing the messaging approaches being studied.

Methods

41
Neal, Jerusha. 2023. “Preaching Hope in the Midst of the Climate Crisis.” Presented at the Pastoral Care

for Climate, Duke University Marine Lab, June 15.

40
Ibid.

39
Ibid. 52

38
Ibid. 51
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The objective of this project is to understand how sermons on Creation/environment, and climate

change specifically, elicit attitude and behavior change in Christian audiences. Specifically,

which environmental communications/homiletical strategy (Biblical, Storytelling, Data) is most

effective at eliciting attitude and behavior change in Christian audiences? How do different

communities react to different frames? What other homiletical factors are  important in

generating behavior and attitude change in Christian audiences?

To investigate this question, I studied the effect of a three-week sermon series at three different

congregations. In many churches, preachers design their sermons around multi-part series in

order to build understanding on a certain topic over a longer period of time. Choosing a

three-week series builds into this existing structure while not being so long as to detract from

other topics the pastor and congregation may want to discuss.

Research Design

Congregations

The three participating congregations for this study were selected from Christian communities in

the Southeast. Originally, the intention was to select congregations that were both in the same

geographic area (the Research Triangle of North Carolina) and had the same denominational

identity (Cooperative Baptist). Controlling for these variables became impossible due to

scheduling challenges and the level of participation required for the preacher and congregation.

The participating congregations were selected using a convenience sample. They are all similar

in that they are Christian churches in North Carolina or Virginia, but differ in their

denominational and racial identities, size of congregation, and political ideology.
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Although the research sample is different from the original intention, the convenience sample

created diversity that the original sample would not have. Because there are multiple traditions

and demographic identities represented, the findings from the study can be more easily

abstracted to Christian communities beyond only Cooperative Baptists. The congregations

represent a broad swath of Protestantism in the United States including Baptist, Mainline,

Historically-Black, and Peace Church traditions.

TABLE 1: Summary of Participating Congregations

Congregation Location Denomination Size (average survey
response size

Greystone Baptist
Church

Raleigh, NC Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship

26

Union Grove A.M.E
Zion Church

Virginia Beach, VA African Methodist
Episcopal Zion

13

Beloved Community
Church

Charlotte, NC Non-denominational
(Mennonite-led)

8

The participating congregations represent a broad swath of protestant Christians. Culturally,

politically, and theologically, the four participating congregations represent very different

Christian communities. Because of this diversity, the results might be abstracted to apply to most

protestant Christians in the U.S. One limitation is the absence of any Evangelical

Non-Denominational participation. These churches are culturally and theologically distinct from

those represented in this study and, as such, may not be adequately represented in the data.
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Geographically, these churches are all in the Southeast. Although they are all

geographically-similar, the homiletical approaches are not tied to their geography. The

homiletical strategies being tested in this intervention may be applied regardless of geography.

As such, the findings from this study might be able to be abstracted at least to protestants in the

United States.

Research Methods

Sermons

At each of the four congregations, the preacher preached three sermons, developed using a basic

toolkit provided by the researcher.42 The three sermons followed the same themes and same

progression: Personal Storytelling, Biblically-Rooted, and Data/Science. These three themes

were chosen based on the frames shown by the literature to be effective.

The purpose of the storytelling theme is to communicate the importance of creation care/climate

change using predominantly the personal story of the preacher. It is borne out of the

narrative-based approach to science and climate education (Dahlstrom et al) and the  role of the

personality of the preacher in eliciting change (Stoorvogel 2019). In the sermon toolkit, I offered

the following prompts for the preachers:

In this sermon, tell your own ecological story. How did you come to recognize the need
to care for God’s creation and take action on climate change? Did you have, in the words
of Pope Francis, a moment of “ecological conversion?” If these questions don’t resonate
with you, perhaps you share how you’re still learning a lot about this, but have
recognized it’s an area for your congregation to grow together.

42
Add toolkit to appendix
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The purpose of the Biblically-Rooted theme is to communicate the importance of creation

care/climate change using predominantly Biblical texts and exegesis. This theme is borne out of

the research that demonstrates the importance of in-group framing for pro-environmental

behavior and the importance of “presenting old truths in a new fashion” for eliciting change.43

These prompts were offered for preachers to develop their Biblically-Rooted sermon:

In this sermon, tell the story of creation as it is presented in the Bible. How does God call
on humans to care for the world? What does the incarnation of Christ mean for the
goodness of creation?

The purpose of the Data-Driven theme is to communicate the importance of creation care/climate

change using predominantly data and science. This theme is borne out of the research that

demonstrates the importance of scientific literacy and basic understanding of causal knowledge

in climate change attitudes (Tasquier et al; Monoe, et al.). The following prompts were offered

for preachers to develop this sermon:

In this sermon, tell the story of how our world is experiencing the ecological crisis. What
does science tell us about the effects of the ecological crisis? How is it affecting humans
and nonhumans? How are humans responsible for these changes? How can we change
our actions in the small window of opportunity for action on climate change and the
ecological crisis?

Beyond these frames and the guidance provided in the sermon toolkit, preachers were invited to

develop sermons based on their own homiletical method and the needs of their congregation.

Surveys

Surveys were used to collect quantitative data assessing congregants attitudes and behaviors on

creation care and climate change over the course of four weeks. The first survey was given the

service before the first sermon of the series, then at every service for the next three weeks.

43 Fielding et al, 2018; Djupe & Gilbert, 2009; Wald, Owen, & Hill, 1988; Stoorvogel, 2019.
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Fifteen of the survey questions came from the New Ecological Paradigm, a scale that measures

one’s ecological worldview. I selected the New Ecological Paradigm because it has been used for

decades and thus has both been proved to be an effective measure and there are records of the

paradigm against which I can compare the results of this study. In addition, this paradigm

captures the respondents ecological worldview, rather than just asking their opinion on climate

change or other environmental topics. That resonates with the way in which communities of faith

aim to shape the worldviews of their congregants.

There were other questions in addition to the questions from the New Ecological Paradigm. Six

questions asked about the degree to which the surveyant feels they and their community bear

responsibility and empowerment to do something about global warming. The final four questions

ask the surveyant about their behaviors.

5-point Likert Scale Questions (disagree strongly – agree strongly)
We are approaching the limit of the number of people the Earth can support.
Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs.
When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences.
Human ingenuity will insure that we do not make the Earth unlivable.
Humans are seriously abusing the environment.
The Earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them.
Plants and animals have as much right as humans to exist.
The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern industrial
nations.
Despite our special abilities, humans are still subject to the laws of nature.
The so-called “ecological crisis” facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated.
The Earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and resources.
Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.
The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.
Humans will eventually learn enough about how nature works to be able to control it.
If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe.
I have a personal responsibility to address global warming.
Christians have a responsibility to address global warming.
This church has a responsibility to address global warming.
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The American Church has a responsibility to address global warming.
I feel empowered to personally do something about global warming.
I feel hopeful that collectively humanity can do something about global warming.

Yes/No Questions
In the last month…
I have had a conversation with someone else about climate change.
I have attended an event/action on climate change.
I have volunteered for an organization working on climate change.
I have donated to an organization working on climate change.

The surveys were distributed as folded booklets inside the weekly bulletin. Congregants were

invited by the preacher to fill out the survey after the sermon and to drop off the bulletin in the

baskets in the back of the sanctuary. A QR code and bitly link was also provided on the front of

the sermon for congregants who prefer to fill out the survey using their phone browser.

Focus Groups

In addition to surveys, I hosted a focus group meeting at each of the four congregations the week

following the final sermon in the series. These focus groups were all held via Zoom during a

weeknight following the last sermon of the series. These focus groups were intended to collect

qualitative data reflecting on the congregants’ experiences hearing the sermons and their

subsequent attitude and behavior changes. Focus group participants were selected from a list

provided by the pastor. From that list, I emailed the group and selected those to participate.

Anyone who volunteered to participate was included.

Each focus group was held on Zoom and had 3-8 participants who were asked eight questions:

1. Sermon 1 (provide brief recap written by the pastor): What resonated with you?
2. Sermon 2 (provide brief recap written by the pastor): What resonated with you?
3. Sermon 3 (provide brief recap written by the pastor): What resonated with you?
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4. What messages from the sermon series as a whole resonated most with you?
5. Which sermon was most compelling to you? Why?
6. Which sermon was least compelling to you? Why?
7. Has your attitude toward global warming changed through this series? If so, how?

Why? What about the sermons caused you to change your attitudes?
8. Have your actions changed through this series? If so, how? Why? What about the

sermons caused you to change your actions?

Interaction between interventions

The interventions will inevitably influence each other. It is likely impossible to parse out both the

confounding impact of the sermons and their differences using only survey data. Although the

survey data will show how respondents are changing week to week it will not indicate what

amount of that change is due to the sermon they just hear and what is due to the compounded

interventions from weeks before. The focus groups, however, will provide a venue in which to

explore how the listeners responded to the sermons differently. Participants will be asked which

sermons were most impactful and which were least impactful.

Analysis

Survey Analysis

I performed a one-sided heteroscedastic t-test comparing the baseline responses in each facet to

each of the intervention weeks. I performed this test within each congregation and across all

responses for all congregations.

Focus Group Analysis

The focus group conversations were transcribed verbatim using Temi and uploaded to NVIVO

for analysis. Using a multi-step iterative coding process, I coded the data first, based on the three
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sermon types and how responses fit into those categories, next based on subcategories of those

sermon types, and third other important comments from the focus group participants.

What resulted from this coding process is the following coding guide, which divided a total of 47

statements into 5 categories and 11 subcategories:

● Biblical-Rootedness
○ Character of God
○ Loving what God loves
○ Old truths in a new fashion
○ Biblical Responsibility

● Data-Driven
○ Metaphors

● Storytelling
○ Personal storytelling

● Behavior Change
○ Community

■ Role of the Church
● Impact on the church

○ Talking About Climate Change
● Attitude Change

○ Ecological conversion
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Results

The results from the surveys and focus groups are described below. This section explains the

results for each of the sermon frames for all congregations and notable differences between

congregations. Over the course of the series, there was a significant increase in

pro-environmental attitudes (Image 1, Table 1).

Image 1. NEP Mean for all congregations.

Personal Storytelling Frame

For the storytelling framing, the survey results suggest no significant increase in

pro-environmental attitudes when compared to baseline (baseline NEP mean = 3.49, week 1 NEP

mean = 3.57). There were no significant changes in self-reported feelings of responsibility or

self-reported actions as compared to baseline.

In the focus groups, I found a major impact of the personal storytelling framework on both

attitudes and behaviors of the participants. In particular, two themes emerged: The importance of
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ecological conversion and the importance of confession/speaking to where we are. The personal

storytelling/ecological conversion can be understood as how the sermon draws on personal

experience and narrates the preacher’s experience of learning and changing. The phrase

“ecological conversion” can be understood as an experience or set of experiences whereby a

person comes to see care for the environment as part of their role as a Christian. The phrase

“ecological conversion” was used in the sermon toolkit provided to the preachers and came up in

2 of the 3 churches. It is a term that comes from Pope Francis’ 2015 encyclical on the

environment, Laudato Si. In this document, Francis quotes St. John Paul II, who wrote that

Christians need an “‘ecological conversion,’ whereby the effects of their encounter with Jesus

Christ become evident in their relationship with the world around them”44 Respondents

appreciated the honesty and vulnerability of the preacher and clearly resonated with the

“ecological conversion” concept, one commenting that they “like the fact that she was very

confessional about her own [ecological conversion].”.45

The importance of the phrase/idea of an “ecological conversion” also emerged as an important

framework for participants to understand their own experiences. One commented, “I wanna echo

what was said about just the phrase ecological conversion. I mean, that has been more than

anything.”

The theme of confession/speaking to where we are can be understood as a responsiveness to the

connection between the preacher’s and the listeners’ experiences with climate change and

creation care:

45
The effectiveness of the “person of the preacher” bears out in Stoorvogel’s research. He finds it to be one

of the primary factors that make sermons effective at changing lives.

44
Francis. 2015. “Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ of the Holy Father Francis on Care for Our Common

Home.” Vatican Press.
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“What has just kind of resonated in the phrase [ecological conversion] I keep coming
back to and similar to what XXX was saying about kind of the confessional nature and
this honesty about where we are…it's, it's a kind of ... a continual conversion is
something we're always working on and that was really meaningful for me.”

Table 1. Means for All Congregations for New Ecological Paradigm (scale 1-5)

Week 0
(baseline)

Week 1
(Storytelling)

Week 2
(Biblically-Rooted
)

Week 3
(Data-Driven)

mean n mean n mean n mean n

All Congregations 3.49 44 3.57 42 3.62* 40 3.72* 48

Greystone Church 3.65 24 3.62 26 3.73 22 3.74+ 31

Wesley Union 3.25 17 3.29+ 11 3.43+ 13 3.65* 11

Beloved
Community
Church

4.02 4 3.72* 5 4.07 6 3.9 7

*p<0.05
+p<0.1

Biblical Rootedness Frame

For the Biblical Rootness framing, the survey results showed a significant increase in the

pro-environmental attitudes (baseline mean NEP = 3.49, Biblically-Rooted mean NEP = 3.62).

Again, there were no significant changes in self-reported feelings of responsibility or

self-reported behavior.

The focus groups corroborated this finding and highlighted the significance of scriptural

interpretation for understanding the listeners’ attitudes toward their own responsibility and the

actions they planned to take. In the focus groups, four themes around this frame emerged: the
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character of God, loving what God loves, presenting old truths in a new fashion, and Biblical

responsibility.

The responses related to the character of God got at how the sermons reveal and explore the

nature of God. These reflections draw attention to the way these sermons are not only forming

the attitudes and behaviors of congregants around issues of creation and climate change, but also

forming the ways the congregants see god – especially in a time of climate crisis. In one group,

God’s nature as continually creating rose to prominence. One participant remarked,

“the continued creative nature of God that he didn't just create the world and stand back
and say, okay, I'm done. The things continue to change and that there is a promise of new
life, new creation.”

The responses related to the theme of loving what God loves showed how the sermons reveal and

explore how Christians ought to love that which God loves. As one participant said,  “God loves

his creation. And so if God loves it, then it's important to him and we should love it and care for

it.” This theme is tied closely to  the Biblical responsibility theme. However, while “loving what

God loves” is a disposition, biblical responsibility is an action. It can be understood as the ways

the Biblical text, and the sermons that explored them, compelled the listeners to action. One

participant remarked,

“You know, God, he put that under man to take care of the land, the soil, you know, not to
be wasteful. And to, it just helped you understand the responsibility. And then, you know,
you know, he broke down the timeline of how God, you know, the earth, you know, God
took time for that and he created man last, He gave us everything we needed. So it's our
responsibility to take care of what he provided for us.”
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The “Old truths in a new fashion theme” comes from the work of Stoorvogel in “Sermons That

Have Changed My Life.” He writes that “presenting old truths in fresh ways becomes possible

when preachers deliver the content of the message in a surprising manner, present new elements

from the text and context, or use strong visuals or images.” One striking example of this theme

came up in reflecting on the Greystone preacher’s use of a text from Jeremiah. The focus group

participant said,

“when I saw that the scripture passage was outta Jeremiah, I thought, Hmm, I have to see
how she ties Jeremiah into this. And you know…not everybody is jumping on the
bandwagon to read Jeremiah. …So you know, I, I thinking I'm how, how is she gonna tie
this exile story into creation and, and care for our creation, but then also to finish it with a
word from revelation because the beginning you know, creation begins at Genesis, but
the renewal and the new creation you know, comes to full circle when you get to
revelation.”

One theme that arose throughout the focus groups is the inextricability of Biblical rootedness

from all of the other homiletical themes. This makes sense, given that the Biblical text is central

to all sermons in a way that neither storytelling nor data-driven approaches are. Every sermon

preached is rooted in the Bible. Given this reality, the Biblical rootedness theme came up not

only in its dedicated week, but throughout the other weeks. For example, at Greystone Church,

the preacher selected a passage from Jeremiah 4 for the data-driven sermon. As mentioned in the

section above, one of the focus group participants was struck by the preacher’s use of the text

rather than her use of the data. The Biblical text can be employed in different ways for the

different themes, resulting in creative and interesting ways of looking at both the text and the

issue at hand. However, the Biblical-rootedness of a sermon cannot simply be extricated and

assessed on its own terms like data or storytelling.
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Data and Science Frame

For the Data and Science frame, survey results showed the greatest increase in

pro-environmental attitudes (Baseline mean NEP = 3.46, Data/Science mean NEP = 3.72). For

all but one of the “Responsibility” questions, there was either full or marginal statistical

significance (Table 2). The one question that was not significant was “I feel hopeful that

collectively humanity can do something about global warming.”

In the focus groups, three themes emerged: the role of pre-existing knowledge for the hearer and

the metaphors/language used to interpret the science. Two comments from two different focus

groups highlight how the “Data and Science” frame resonates with a listener depending on her

pre-existing knowledge. In the first, one participant responded, “I had kind of, you know, had

been doing research over the years and, and it kind of knew a lot of the statistics and, and some

of those concepts, I think just, just, and for me it just wasn't quite as impactful.” In the other, a

participant reflected on the relationship between their growing knowledge and action, saying

“knowledge is power. If you know, that's the first thing to know, to understand and know what's

going on. So you can know.”

The theme of metaphors/language can be understood as how the preacher interprets and

communicates the science in a way that makes sense to the listener. One participant remarked,

“That [sermon] really hit home to me when she started talking about, you know,
comparing the earth and global warming to a body with a temperature when it's a low
grade fever and it's getting sick, it just really struck home. It just made it kind of made it
all make sense, you know, and it, it made me almost wanna weep to think about, you
know, the earth is sick and is suffering and, and we're not helping, we're not helping at
all.”
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Attitude and Behavior

While the New Ecological Paradigm responses illustrate some changes in pro-environmental

attitudes, the questions on personal/communal responsibility add more context and richness to

the results. The responses to questions about behavior showed no significant change over time,

possibly indicating that behavior change is difficult to measure on the 1-month timescale.

While the New Ecological Paradigm questions did capture change in the congregants’ ecological

worldview over the sermon series as discussed above, the responses to the questions about

personal/communal responsibility and behavior did not suggest statistically significant change.

For the questions on responsibility, all four showed increases in self-reported feelings of

responsibility (Table 2) There was a very small, non-significant decrease in responses to “I feel

hopeful that collectively humanity can do something about global warming.”

Table 2. Means for all congregations responsibility questions (scale 1-5)

Baseline Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Question Mean p-value Mean p Mean p

I have a personal
responsibility to
address global
warming

4.13 4.32 0.31 4.24 0.29 4.41+ 0.058

Christians have a
responsibility to
address global
warming.

4.23 4.12 0.34 4.26 0.43 4.46+ 0.062

This church has a
responsibility to
address global
warming.

4.21 4.18 0.33 4.29 0.33 4.45+ 0.050
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The American
Church has a
responsibility to
address global
warming.

4.15 4.16 0.27 4.37 0.08+ 4.45* 0.022

I feel hopeful that
collectively humanity
can do something
about global
warming.

4.17 3.86 0.24 4.2 0.43 4.04 0.25

For the questions about actions congregants have taken in the last month, there was no

significant positive change found in self-reported actions.

Although the results found no significant change in self-reported actions through the course of

the three-week series, the focus groups highlighted compelling ways the congregants were

thinking about their personal and communal actions. Four themes emerged related to behavior:

community; talking about climate change; leading others; and systemic change.

In the comments related to talking about climate change, participants reflected on the importance

of talking more about climate change and creation care at church. One participant responded,

“Church is a place to have these conversations. You know, it's a place where this can be a
sermon topic and can be a source of dialogue. And I think the dialogue and conversation
around these issues is a really important action and an important step towards mobilizing
change renewal in this work.”

Relatedly, other participants reflected on the responsibility of leading others; bringing others

along on the journey of ecological conversion. There were two compelling comments on this

theme:

“Once the scales was off of [Paul’s] eyes, he was no longer in darkness, but he was
brought into the light of seeing what it meant to be a man of God that God wanted him to
be. And I feel like even today with us, once we come into the realization of, and see, then
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we should, we should also try to lead others. And, and he became bold in his work for
God once his eyes were open.”

“I had a friend to ask me called and asked me that she had heard what that reverend pre
knew was preaching on the environment. Well that's not saving souls. What they gotta do
is saving souls. So that gave me a whole opportunity to explain to her what was going
on.”

Both these themes are related to broader reflections the focus group participants shared on

community: the role of others and organized community in creating change. A common thread

was the participants thinking of creative community solutions to the problems presented in the

sermons. One participant asked,

“I wonder for the church, would it be too radical for the church to say, well, how about
one Sunday a month? Let's not meet in person, let's meet online so that people are not
getting in their car and driving to the church, you know?”

Others expressed an interest in engaging in conversation with me about what the church can do

next.

Finally, in the conversations about personal and communal responsibility, several participants

drew attention to the need for systemic change. One participant reflected:

“I also feel that we as individuals have our part to do. But our, but the main thing comes
from people that we elect to, to governing bodies of our country. They make decisions as
to what chemicals can be in the water, what percentages of toxins you can have in your
drinking water. And we as individuals aren't aware of that. It's like with our trash, once
we put it into the trash, it's outta my yard, outta my jurisdiction. So I don't, you know, that
bother me. But we have to look at the whole, how everything go is a cycle. And the cycle
that we've been in for many a year, we are seeing now that it's destroying the earth. We
never took notice to of it the way we are now, because now it's at a critical point. So we
as individuals have to elect officials that think about the future, not just the current
times.”
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Differences Between Congregations

Image 2. Mean NEP responses at each congregation (scale 1-5)

There was some variation between the congregations in how they responded to the sermon

frames. Overall, it seems that the effect is stronger for congregations with lower starting

pro-environmental attitudes and weaker for those with higher pro-environmental attitudes (Image

2).

While responses to the question “I feel hopeful that collectively humanity can do something

about global warming” did not change significantly at the scale of all the congregations, there

were differences between the congregations (Image 3). The congregations that had lower starting

NEP values (Wesley Union AME Zion and Greystone Church) had an initial decrease in feelings

of hope. While these feelings increased slightly over the course of the next couple weeks, they

still decreased from baseline. Beloved Community Church, which had a higher starting NEP had

a consistent, though not statistically significant, increase in feelings of hope over the course of

the series.
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Image 3. Responses to feelings of hope, broken out by congregation

In the focus groups, there were some differences between congregations. In the Greystone group,

the storytelling had the fewest responses, but seemed to have the most compelling ones,

particularly around the preacher’s use of her story of ecological conversion. At Wesley Union

AME Zion, while some comments emerged about the role of personal storytelling, it was not as

prevalent as in the Greystone Church responses. At Beloved Community church, storytelling

emerged in the focus group as one of the most compelling frames.

In the Greystone group, while the theme of Biblical responsibility came up, it was not as strong

as the other themes. At Wesley Union AME Zion, the theme of Biblical responsibility was more

prevalent. For this community, the close ties to the text and what the text calls forth in its

followers was very important. The frame came up in the Beloved Community Church focus

group, but was not a prominent theme.

At the Greystone Church focus group, the use of the “feverish body” metaphor resonated.

Beyond that metaphor, there was little other discussion on the impact of the data/science

framing. At both Wesley Union AME Zion, participants expressed being impacted by the
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data/science framing to consider their ethical obligations. They noted appreciation for simply

stepping back and learning about the science. At Beloved Community Church, participants

recognized that they had heard the science before, but appreciated being reminded of it.

Discussion

The results from the New Ecological Paradigm survey and from the focus groups show that

congregants who heard three sermons on climate change/creation care presented through the

frames of biblical storytelling, Biblical-rootedness, and data/science expressed greater

pro-environmental attitudes as compared to their baseline. The results suggest there was no

change in pro-environmental behavior. However, because of the short time frame (one month) of

the study it is difficult to know what long-term impacts the sermon series might have on

pro-environmental behavior.

Series as a Whole

The survey results showed that congregants’ pro-environmental attitudes strengthened  over the

course of the three weeks. There was a progress in mean positive responses to the survey

questions. For the behavior questions, no statistical significance appeared until after the third

week. This progression suggests that the impact of sermons on climate change are not strongest

when they are isolated, one-time messages, but explored over the course of a multi-week series.

While this offers some insight into the importance of multi-week sermon series’, it also

highlights a limitation: it is difficult to parse out what changes were due to each individual

framing and what changes were due to the compounding messages from previous weeks.
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The theme of interdependence between sermons and messaging frames emerged in the focus

groups, where participants remarked on how it was difficult to separate the impact of each

sermon from the other because they were all so closely-related and interdependent. This is

particularly true of the “Biblical Hospitality” frame. While this frame was employed with

particular depth in week 2, it showed up in each of the weeks. Because sermons given at most

churches are rooted in scripture, each framing device used was also wrapped up in scriptural

interpretation. So, although there was more emphasis in scriptural exegesis and exploration for

the Biblically-Rooted frame sermon, the others deployed scripture in creative ways relevant to

the frame. For example, one preacher used Jeremiah 4, where the prophet cries out in anguish

over the destruction of the land, to highlight the similarities with our current moment of

destruction and despair. Biblical-rootedness was not merely another frame, it was/is the

foundation under which all the other frames became legible in a Christian context.

Images and Metaphors

Whether it was due to the cumulative impact of the series or the singular frame, the largest

difference in pro-environmental attitudes were found after the final sermon on data/science. For

Wesley Union AME Zion Church, the difference was dramatic, with a p=0.0003. Clearly, having

some facility with the underlying facts of climate change was important for cultivating

pro-environmental attitudes. Yet, an important facet of science communication is the reality that

there is no uninterpreted data. All data must come through a filter and the filter is very important

in compelling people toward attitude and behavior change.

Participants in the focus groups reflected on the way the use of images and metaphors both

helped them better understand climate science and to consider what they might do about it. These
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images and metaphors were both ones from the scriptures and others that are culturally-relevant.

What Biblical-rootedness offers for these congregations were images and metaphors to

understand climate change and creation care through the lens of familiar texts and stories. The

anguish of Jeremiah seeing the desecration and decreation of his people’s land helps us

understand our own context of climate destruction and decreation. The impact of images and

metaphors is not limited only to the Bible, however. Other ways of understanding and explaining

the realities of climate change and the ecological crisis – like, as a body with a fever – can be

equally compelling.

Levels of Action and Behavior

While the survey and focus group question presented actions and behavior change as occurring

only at an individual level, the necessity of communal and systemic action came up frequently in

the focus groups. Seemingly due to the communal nature of action at their congregation,

congregants heard the sermons through the lens of “what can we do together?” instead of only

“what can I do?” This unsolicited response holds promise for the role of faith communities in the

environmental movement. While other American institutions are oriented toward the individual,

churches are oriented toward the communal. When it comes to pro-environmental behavior and

climate action, communal action is almost always preferable to individual action.

Some participants also noted the limitation of individual and communal action in the face of

political systems that degrade and destroy. This theme came up in the focus group with Wesley

Union AME Zion Church, a predominantly-Black church where congregants have experienced

the failure of government and policymakers to respond to their needs. One participant expressed
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the need to engage in civic processes, like voting, to “elect officials that think about the future,

not just the current times.”

Hope

The only survey question that significantly trended downwards for the full dataset through the

series was “I feel hopeful that collectively humanity can do something about global warming.”

Looking more closely at the differences between congregations, there was only one congregation

that trended positive for this question over the course of the series: Beloved Community Church.

This congregation also had the highest starting New Ecological Paradigm score (4.02, compared

to 3.65 and 3.25). It’s possible that for the congregations with a lower NEP score, and likely less

previous knowledge of the seriousness of climate change, the series played a key role in their

realistic assessment of how bad the situation is. It is not necessarily a bad thing that the

congregants felt less hopeful through the series. Feelings of hope may not be natural or helpful in

response to the reality of the climate crisis. It is important for people to have their “come to Jesus

moment” when they encounter the reality of how bad it really is out there.  However, at a

congregation with a higher NEP, and likely higher previous knowledge of climate change, the

series served a different purpose. Beyond making congregants aware of the crisis and their

responsibility, the sermons at this congregation perhaps provided a vision for generative, hopeful

engagement with climate change solutions.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Clearly, preaching on climate change and creation care does increase the pro-environmental

attitudes of the listeners. However, the reality still remains that less than half of all Protestant
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Christians have ever heard a sermon on climate change.46 This research may contribute to the

increase in that percentage by demonstrating that preaching on climate change and creation care

impacts a congregation and by providing a few proven frames by which preachers can effectively

engage the subject.

In response to the results from the surveys and focus groups, I make three recommendations for

preachers to engage with climate change and creation care from the pulpit: preach a series, use

multiple frames, and creatively employ scriptures and stories.

Preach a series

The results from the surveys and focus groups showed that the change in attitude and behavior

did not change in response to a single series, but over the course of multiple weeks. Simply

preaching one climate change or creation sermon on Earth Day or another Sunday will likely not

result in much change for the congregation. Rather, engaging with climate change and creation

care over the course of several weeks could have a greater impact on the congregants. While this

study limited the series to three weeks, there is no indication that a longer series would not

continue to generate positive responses in pro-environmental attitudes and behavior.

Use multiple frames

In the focus groups, the relationship between different frames came up multiple times. The

themes, when preached together, had emergent effects. Their collective impact seemed greater

than their individual impacts. Preachers would do well to preach using at least the three frames

46
Alper, Becka. 2022. “4. Religious Groups’ Views on Climate Change.” Pew Research Center’s Religion &

Public Life Project (blog). November 17, 2022.

https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2022/11/17/religious-groups-views-on-climate-change/.
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researched in this project in order to reach people with varying degrees of knowledge and

experience with the topic.

Creatively employ scriptures and stories

The content alone did not drive the impact of the sermons. The mode through which the content

was shared was also deeply impactful. Preaching on creation care and climate change should

seek resonance with the stories and images familiar to the audience. Preaching “old truths in a

new fashion” can invite people into a new way of seeing scriptures and a new way of seeing the

climate crisis – both of which are needed in churches.
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